
Discover the latest technology and expertise, to achieve the 
most impressive wash. ISTOBAL M’WASH4, the perfect proof 

that technology and emotion can be connected.

LESS CONSUMPTION 
MORE PROFITABILITY

Reduced chemicals
The new dynamic chemical dosing system 

automatically adjusts the amount of product 

to the speed of the machine. This optimises the 

consumption of chemicals in combined cycles, in 

order to reduce consumption by half in these types 

of passes. 

Less maintenance

The top-quality components used in the ISTOBAL 

M’WASH4 rollover and the ease of maintenance reduce 

the operating cost over the life of the machine. 

In addition, the machine’s smooth, linear motion 

demands less of the mechanical elements, thus gaining 

reliability and cost-efficiency. 

Less water
Redistribution of nozzles for the different hydraulic 

circuits to optimise water consumption.

Less energy
The new horizontal drying system reduces power 

consumption with a lower installed output.

Contact us now to find out more!

Call - 02 9757 4700
Website - www.goodsight.com.au        Email - sales@goodsight.com.au



ISTOBAL M’WASH4 manages to connect 
technology with a vibrant design, maximum 
performance with the highest consumption 
efficiency and revolutionary drying with a more 
comfortable, fun, and safe user experience.

NEW
ISTOBAL 
MWASH4
ROLLOVER

INTEGRATED WHEEL 
WASH ASSEMBLY
Integration of the wheel wash assembly into 
the machine body offers safer  ,easier, and more 
convenient access to the wash bay. This offers a 
wider, unrestricted access to the bay.

A NEW TWIST TO THE 
DRYING TECHNOLOGY

 > More efficient and economical drying  with 
the new 360° horizontal rotary dryer. Which 
directs airflow in the most efficient way to 
achieve a superior result.

 > Increased machine travel allows drying action 
in the lower rear areas of the vehicle.

 > The innovative side dryers can move vertically 
in three different positions to suit all of the 
types of vehicles.

 > Quieter dryer operation.

 > Less energy consumption.

QUIETER
On the ISTOBAL M’WASH4 rollover, air intakes, 
both on the lateral dryer and the horizontal one  
are redesigned. The sound source is redirected 
towards the end of the washing bay. 

All with the aim of reducing the sound 
pressure by 2dB and providing the user with a 
more pleasant experience.

SMART DESIGN 
TO EXCITE

Touch screen program configuration.

Smart wash ready connectivity function.

User-oriented backlit panels for easy visibility.

Combination Touch Free and Soft Wash.

Side drying with dynamic height.

Indicator light for time, temperature and 
remaining program time.

Mobile side high pressure.

High pressure, horizontal rotation.

Choice of pre-washes.

Infinite Mousse arch (Rain or Curtain version).

LED Visualisation.

THE PERFECT WASH
 > New high-pressure systems to reach even the 

most hard-to-reach areas.

 > Better application of chemicals to affect the 
lower corners, sills and rear of the vehicle.

 > Superior chemical spray integrated into the 
drying process.




